AdVERTISEMENT

Require approx. 10,000 sq. ft. area on rent to conduct residential training for female candidates as per norms of DDUGKY skill training programme.

Date: 7/02/22
Location: Sirsa, Haryana

Terms & Conditions:

1. The demised property shall be fit for conducting government approved or funded vocational training programs and schemes by installing necessary furniture, equipment’s, fixtures, partitions, cabins, false ceilings, lights, and doors and conducting appropriate gardening at the demised premises. The infrastructure (training centre, accommodation, other facilities, and equipment’s) must meet the requirements of the project as per the Sop from NIRDP/MORD under DDU-GKY project. Should there be any deficiency, the applicant must immediately fix it on priority ensuring that project operations are not affected.

2. The infrastructure, equipment and labs should be available as per following job roles:
   a. Sampling Tailor (AMH/Q0701)
   b. Fashion Designer (AMH/Q1201)

3. Labs & classrooms should be available to accommodate 35 nos. candidates in each batch, total capacity must be available to always accommodate min. 140 nos. female candidates.
4. Secure premises, equipment & infrastructure for residential purpose of female candidates must be available to accommodate 140 female candidates along with at least 2 female staff. Interested applicants must submit a detailed proposal in this regard to info@bsgindia.org on or before 20/02/22. the proposal should be addressed To,
The Director,
BSG (India),
Lakshmi Mazumdar Bhawan,16,
M.G. Marg, I.P. Estate, New Delhi-110002.

For any query regarding this advertisement the interested applicants may write to bsghrph@gmail.com or call - 7206676486

For The Bharat Scouts and Guides

[Signature]
Director